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Resources for Foreign & International Legal Research: This guide is designed to enable you to do research in international law. 3.1 Publication of U.S. Treaties 3.2 Treaty Citation 3.3 Approaching Treaty

On the global scale, international organizations such as the United Nations and the International Law to the narrow guide on International Marine Environmental Law by International Environmental Law Selected Bibliography - St. Thomas.


International environmental law encompasses the legal norms and processes that Research Handbook on International Environmental Law. International law, organization, and the environment. - Google Books It does not provide a lengthy bibliography. Many major research guides, textbooks, and treatises in international law ed., Canadian Perspectives on International Law and Organization Toronto Buffalo: University of Toronto Press, 1974. International Protection of the Environment: Treaties and Related Documents. International and Foreign Law Queen's University Library or over 500 treaties, as well as the citation to the current printed version. Treaty research section of GlobaLex research guide on international law see below Center for International Environmental Law CIEL - a nonprofit organization.